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The primary objective of this project is to construct a working prototype of a remote
controlled car (a.k.a. AI Mobile) and its ability to control from MATLAB Graphical
User Interface (GUI). It involves several EE areas in microcontroller, wireless
communication and MATLAB. Secondary objective will be implementing artificial
intelligence (AI) in a robot to perform tasks intelligently and autonomously. The car
will be enhanced with systems like obstacles detection sensors, wireless camera,
wireless microphone, and speed alteration. These systems will be combined by the
PIC microcontroller and controlled from the remote computer with the aid of the MS
Visual Basic GUI. With these artificial intelligent systems, successful execution of
many human-in-loop manipulation tasks which directlydepend on the operator's skill
previously can be improved to: (i) permit easy and rapid incorporation of local
sensory information to augment performance, and (ii) provide variable performance
(precision- and power-) assist for output motions and forces. Such AI systems have
enormous potential both reduce operator error and permit integration of greater
autonomy into human and robot interactions which will eventually enhance security,
safety, and performance. The AI systems are built on an existing platform modified
from a remote controlled car. The processor used to coordinate the AI Mobile is the
microcontroller PIC16F84A. The independent subsystems for controlling the AI
Mobile via Microsoft Visual Basic include the serial communication interface,
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In general, this chapter provides basic information obtained throughout research from
various resources such as internet, journal, books and etc. In addition, it will explain
briefly about the project followed by problem statements, objectives and scope of
study.
The focus of this project will be implementing artificial intelligence in a robot to
perform tasks intelligently and autonomously. These systems are the robot platform,
interfacing circuits, mediated control systems, and software development. The robot
platform is an inexpensive commercial off the shelf (COTS) typical Remote
Controlled Truck. The mediated control systems will most likely be housed in the
interior of the mobile robot. It allows the AI mobile to make its own decisions to
avoid obstacles, detecting and controlling of wheel's revolution per minute (RPM),
navigate the robot using wireless camera, and a 2-way microphone allowing
interactions between two ends.
Sensors play an important role in this mediated control systems. Primary sensors,
ultrasonic and infrared, will function as bumper sensors located at the base. These
sensor systems are to detect the robot's environment and navigate around obstacles.
Additional sensors that will be used are wheel encoders and a wireless camera to give
information about the robot's orientation and the distance traveled. The software
MATLAB GUI and programming codes that are being developed will provide the
mobile robot with artificial intelligence and help it perform useful tasks.
This project demonstrates that robots can be more useful and interesting when
equipped with AI. The design can also be used as a basis for a more application
specific robot such as a housekeeping robot, a warehouse stock transportation robot
or even intelligent vehicles (a.k.a. smart car). Considerable research activity is
currently underway to create Intelligent Vehicle Highway Systems (a.k.a. Smart
Highways) [1]. These Smart Highways are intended to solve traffic congestion by
allowing vehicles to travel more closely, assist drivers merge into traffic, and pass
slow moving vehicles.
Military and aerospace industries also have a considerable interest in AI for
improving the success of tasks carried out using unmanned semiautonomous vehicles.
As with the automotive systems, the military and aerospace systems can benefit from
sensing the environment and either communicating the data to the operator or acting
on the obstacle with a preprogrammed sequence of events.
1.1 Background of Study
Right now, all over the world, robots are on the move. They are painting cars at Ford
plants, assembling cookies for farms, walking into live volcanoes, driving train, and
defusing bombs. As they grow tougher, nimbler, and smarter, today's robots are
doing more and more thing humans can't—or don't want to—do.
By general agreement, a robot is a programmable machine that imitates the actions or
appearance of an intelligent creature-usually a human. To qualify as a robot, a
machine has to be able to do two things: 1) get information from its surroundings; and
2) do something physical-such as move or manipulate objects. The word robot comes
from the Czech word robota, meaning drudgery or slave-like labor. It was first used
to describe fabricated workers in a fictional 1920s play by Czech author Karel Capek
called Rossum's Universal Robots. In the story, a scientist invents robots to help
people by performing simple, repetitive tasks.
The ancient Greek poet Homer described maidens of gold, mechanical helpers built
by Hephaistos, the Greek god of metalsmiths. The golems of medieval Jewish legend
were robot-like servants made of clay, brought to life by a spoken charm. In 1495,
Leonardo da Vinci drew plans for a mechanical man. Real robots wouldn't become
possible until the 1950s and 1960s, with the invention of transistors and integrated
circuits. Compact, reliable electronics and a growing computer industry added brains
to the brawn of already existing machines. In 1959, researchers demonstrated the
possibility of robotic manufacturing when they unveiled a computer-controlled
milling machine that made ashtrays [2].
The more interesting and exciting field of autonomous robotics relies on artificial
intelligence (AI). Robots that incorporate AI are more useful. Robots that are able to
make their own decisions and to "think" independently are also much more powerful,
which leads us to the idea of Artificial Neural Networks. It is a system loosely
modeled on the human brain and an attempt to simulate within specialized hardware
or sophisticated software, the multiple layers of simple processing elements called
neurons. Each neuron is linked to certain of its neighbors with varying coefficients of
connectivity that represent the strengths (weights) of these connections. Learning is
accomplished by adjusting these weights to cause the overall network to output
appropriate results.
Today, robots are enjoying resurgence. Faster and cheaper computer processors make
robots smarter and less expensive. Meanwhile, researchers are working on ways to
make robots move and "think" more efficiently. Although most robots in use today
are designed for specific tasks, the goal is to make universal robots, robots flexible
enough to do just about anything a human can do.
1.2 Problem Statements
The mediated control of operation of various engineering systems is of tremendous
interest to many application arenas. For example, several companies in the
automotive industry such as Motorola, Delphi Automotive Systems, and
DaimlerChrysler are researching mediated control systems that can enhance overall
performance/safetyof driving [3]. The proposed mediated control systems would use
a variety of sensors to monitor both the driver's actions such as steering and braking
patterns as well as the environment such as road and traffic conditions. This
information would then permit them to respond to adverse driving conditions far
more rapidly than would be possible by the driver alone. In the industries,
there also exist a considerable amount of interests in mediated control for improving
the success of tasks carried out using unmanned semiautonomous vehicles.
The next problem identified is usage of assembly language in programming the robot.
The assembly language had been used a lot since assembly language was first
introduced before any high level languages. There seems to be quite number of
difficulties when using assembly language. Assembly language has a very complex
algorithm, sub modules and instructions. One need to understand how a memory
works to program using assembly language since all the memories used need to be
identified in the program. Other than that, it is hard for a programmer to search for
bugs and errors when using assembly language.
1.3 Objectives and Scope of Study
1.3.1 Objectives ofthe Project
The primary object of this project is to control a mobile robot using MATLAB
software which was accomplished during FYP I. While the secondary objective is to
design, build and test the AI Mobile that will utilize and demonstrate the use of
artificial intelligence towards different tasks. The general Iwork for a robot is to
navigate through objects and perform tasks intelligently and autonomously. This AI
Mobile consists of three main parts: Host Computer (GUI Software -
MATLAB/Visual Basic), Wireless Communication (interfacing circuit) and AI
Mobile. The construction of the AI Mobile involves the design and integration of
several major systems. The set goals drawn up between the;student and the lecturer
can be thought of a rubric with which the project will be judged. The project goals
include but are not limited to the following:
• Vehicle will be sturdy enough to cover mostly flat terrain and outdoors on
grass or dirt while carrying a payload of electronic equipments.
• Vehicle will be able to control via computer.
• Vehicle will be able to detect obstacles.
• Vehicle will be able to receive visual and audio signals from the remote
computer.
• Vehicle will be able to travel with a distance of at least 100m.
• Vehicle will be able to control its speed and lights.
1.3.2 Scope ofStudy
There are plenty of components involved in order to achieve all the goals mentioned
before. The major components that are required for this project will be:
• A host computer running the software MATLAB/Visual Basic GUI to control
the movements of the AI mobile as well as perform useful tasks.
• Communication link between PIC microcontroller and the host computer via
serial communication port. MAX232 is used to hook up the COM port with
the PIC microcontroller.
• A switching circuitry is required to connect the PIC microcontroller with the
remote control car.
• Wireless communication circuitry is essential as well to send instructions and
monitor the navigation of the AI Mobile.
• For artificial intelligent (AI) features, the mobile platform will have the
mediated control systems. The mediated control systems will consist of:-
o obstacle avoidance circuitry,
• ability to detect an obstacle.
o speed control and detection circuitry,
• ability to control the speed of the mobile robot and monitor
wheel's RPM (Revolution Per Minute).
o monitoring system,
• consists of wireless camera and microphone.
o and maneuvering system,
• ability to maneuver the AI mobile using computer's joystick or
game pad.
• A PIC microcontroller on the mobile platform itself for the coordination and
interaction with the entire system in the mediated control systems.
CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
In section 2.1, it will cover the history of robotics and technologies. Section 2.2
covers one of the main components which are the microcontroller, the main brain of
the system. Section 2.3 is about Serial Communication Interface, which will explain
on the standard serial connection between PC and external hardware. Section 2.4
would be the Wireless RF Transmission, encoder and decoder, for the data encoding
and decoding purposes and transmitter and receiver modules for the RF Transmission
for the remote control. Section 2.5, 2.6 and 2.7 discuss about the rest of the
components used in the project.
2.1 Robotics and Technologies
Robot has intelligence embedded in it, which is the reason it is capable to do tasks
without human interference. As stated in Webopedia [4], "Robot has a program that
runs automatically without human intervention". This shows that robot is an
intelligent technology that could do task according to its environment. Robot can
understand its actions that need to be taken and this will contribute by helping human
to do task that is hard. Other than that, a robot is a high technology innovation that
requires lots of work to product it.
Industries need robot to help in manufacturing big products. As taken in Executive
Master's in Technology Management article on 28 January 2004 [5], "the rise of
robotics in the manufacturing industry and increasingly, the service industry
continues to create greatest value where is can perform tasks that might typically be
done by humans, or that require something close to human intelligence to complete.
The key is in identifying the right tasks and the right balance of robot and human
interaction". This piece of phrase shown that robotics are being used widely and
robotics usually use as a service for the human. Robots is a high marketable products
that needed by humans to satisfy themselves.
A journal by Green B.J. and Baharin LB. [6] stated that "An intelligent robotics
system consists of a mechanism for acting on and within the environment in which it
operates." Robotics is intelligent because it can interpret the environment into what
kind of actions it need to do. Therefore Green B.J. and Baharin LB. stated that
"Robot comprises several subsystems, namely: a sensor system, which capable of
obtaining knowledge about the state of the mechanism and the environment, a
controller and drivers, to guide the mechanism and the sensors in a desired manner,
and a planning and control system that decides on the actions and sensing in the
environment. A smart or intelligent robot should be able to think, sense, move and
manipulate material, parts, tools or specialized devices through variable programmed




Intelligence of the robot lies in the complex and lengthy algorithm uses in the
microcontroller. It is not easy to implement such algorithm if there is no good
support from the programming side. In PIC Microcontroller Project Book by Iovine
J.[7], had listed down the advantages of using microcontroller. Some of it are
microcontroller is use widely because of its inexpensive and work as a brain of the
robot. Apart from that, microcontroller is capable to store and run program.
Microcontroller also has the ability to perform math and logic functions, which allow
it to understand sophisticated logic and electronic circuits. In the book "PIC
Microcontroller for beginners, too" [8] stated that microcontrollers have memories
which functions to store data. The microcontroller is the component that makes the
robot intelligent. It also accepts high level programming language too, such as C.
According to Gebhard, programming in a high level language has the advantage of
simplifying debugging and modification or adaptation of the code when compared to
assembly language [9].
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PIC16F84A belongs to a class of 8-bit microcontroller of Reduced Instruction Set
Computer (RISC) architecture and it is based on the map representing basic blocks;
Program memory (FLASH) for storing a writtenprogram, EEPROM for data memory
that need to be saved when there is no power supply, RAM for data memory used by
a program during its execution, Free-Run Timer and Central Processing Unit (CPU).
Free-Run Timer is an 8-bit register inside the microcontroller that works
independently of the program while CPU has a role of connective element between
other blocks in the microcontroller. It coordinates the works of the other blocks and
executes the user program.
2.2.2 Applications
PIC16F84A (shown in Figure 1) perfectly fits many uses, from automotive industries
and controlling home appliances to industrial instruments, remote sensors, electrical
door locks and safety devices. It is also ideal for smart cards as well as for battery
supplied devices because of its low consumption.
EEPROM memory makes it easier to apply microcontrollers to devices where
permanent storage of various parameters is needed (codes for transmitters, motor
speed, receiver frequencies, etc.). Low cost, low consumption, easy handling and
flexibility make PIC16F84A applicable even in areas where microcontrollers had not
previously been considered (example: timer functions, interface replacement in larger
systems, coprocessor applications, etc.).
In System Programmability of this chip (along with using only two pins in data
transfer) makes possible the flexibility of a product, after assembling and testing have
been completed. This capability can be used to create assembly-line production, to
store calibration data available only after final testing, or it can be used to improve
programs on finished products.
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Figure 1 PIC16F84A Pin out Layout [10]






















Figure 2 Serial Communication Interface Using RS232 and MAX232 [11]
Figure 2 is the schematic to interface the MAX232 with the RS232. Serial
communication is one of the methods used to send data from PC to external
hardware. The serial communication interface made communication between
microcontroller and PC significant to a system. In addition, the computer programs
capable to send data in bytes to the transmit pin (output) and retrieve bytes from the
receive pin (input). A standard serial interfacing for PC, RS232 (as shown in Figure
3), requires negative logic, i.e., logic T is -3V to -12V and logic '0' is +3V to +12V.
Modern computer equipment ignores the negative level and accepts a zero voltage
level as the "OFF" state. In fact, the "ON" state may be achieved with lesser positive
potential. This means circuits powered by 5 VDC are capable of driving RS232
circuits directly.
However, the overall range that the RS232 signal may be transmitted/received may be
dramatically reduced. The output signal level usually swings between +12V and -
12V. The "dead area" between +3V and -3V is designed to absorb line noise. In the
various RS-232-like definitions this dead area may vary. For instance, the definition
for V.10 has a dead area from +0.3V to -0.3V. Many receivers designed for RS-232
are sensitive to differentials of IV or less. To convert a TTL logic, say, TxD and RxD
pins of the uC chips, thus need a converter chip. A MAX232 chip has long been
using in many u.C boards. It provides 2-channel RS232C port and requires external
lOuF capacitors.
12 3 4 5
\ • « O V « /
\ o o o o /
v 111.'I 1 i 1
6 7 6 9
Pin Sianal Pin Sionai
1 Data Carrier Delect fl Data Set Readv
2 Received Data 7 Rflqnfsst tr> Rand
3 Transmitter! Data ? Clear to Send
4 Data Terminal Reariv 9 Rin?Indicator
5 Sionai Ground
Figure 3 RS232 Connector Layout [11]
2.3.1 MAX232
The MAX232 device is a dual driver/receiver that includes a capacitive voltage
generator to supply EIA-232 voltage levels from a single 5-V supply. Each receiver
converts EIA-232 inputs to 5-V TTL/CMOS levels. These receivers have a typical
threshold of 1.3 V and a typical hysteresis of 0.5 V, and can accept ±30-V inputs.
Each driver converts TTL/CMOS input levels into EIA-232 levels.
MAX232 has the following features:
• Operates With Single 5-V Power Supply
• LinBiCMOSE Process Technology
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Two Drivers and Two Receivers
±30-V Input Levels
Low Supply Current (8 mA Typical)









Figure 4 MAX232 Pin Layout [11]
2.4 Wireless RF Transmission
The radio frequency or in simple terms known as RF spectrum is crammed with noise
and other interference signals. While using a wireless remote control system, it is
desirable to filter out unwanted and interference signals to prevent incorrect data from
being received and interpreted.
One of method to achieve this condition is by using microcontroller at the transmitter
and receiver that are programmed with error detection and correction algorithms.
However, this approach is very complicated and difficult to implement. A much
simpler method to achieve it is to apply an encoder IC (HT12E) at the transmitter and
a decoder IC (HT12D) at the receiver side. These ICs able to generate and decode
multiple serial codes that should to be match with address bits before a data is
recognized and verified. Otherwise, without these ICs, Radio Frequency (RF) remote
control system occasionally activated themselves when receives transmission signal
mixed with an interference signal source. Encoding and decoding is now used in
most wireless control systems to prevent this type of interference and to provide
security to the system.
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2.4.1 HT-12E
The HT-12E encoder, as shown in Figure 5, is a CMOS LSIs for remote control
system applications. It is capable of encoding information which consists of N
address bits and 12N data bits. Each address/data input can be set to one of the two
logic states. The programmed addresses/data are transmitted together with the header
bits via an RF transmission medium upon receipt of a trigger signal. The capability to
select a TE trigger on the HT12E further enhances the application flexibility of
encoder.
HT-12E has the following features:
Operating voltage of 2.4V-12V
Low powerand high noise immunity CMOS technology
Low standby current: 0.1A (typical) at VDD = 5V
Minimum transmission of four words for the HT12E
Built-in oscillator needs only 5% resistor
Data code has positive polarity
Minimal external components




















Figure 5 HT-12E Pin Layout [12]
2.4.2 HT-12D
The HT-12D decoder, as shown in Figure 6, is a CMOS LSIs for remote control
system applications. It is paired with HT-12E encoders. For proper operation, a pair
12
of encoder/decoder with the same number of addresses and data format should be
chosen. The decoder receives serial addresses and data from a programmed HT-12E
encoders that are transmitted by a carrier using an RF transmission medium. It
compared the serial input data three times continuously with its local addresses. If no
error or unmatched codes are found, the input data codes are decoded and then
transferred to the output pins. The VT pin also goes high to indicate a valid
transmission. HT-12D is capable of decoding information that consists of N bits of
address and 12N bits of data. HT12D provide 8 address bits and 4 data bits.
HT-12D has the following features:
Operating voltage of 2.4V-12V
Low power and high noise immunity CMOS technology
Low standby current
Capable of decoding 12 bits of information
Binary address setting
Received codes are checked 3 times
Address/Data number combination (8 address bits and 4 data bits)
Built-in oscillator needs only 5% resistor
Valid transmission indicator
Easy interface with an RF transmission medium
Minimal external components
AGE 1 W 18 3VDD
A1 C 2 17 3VT
A2C 3 16 JOSC1
A3C 4 15 HOSC2
A4C S 14 UDIN
A5E 6 13 HD11
A6C 7 12 UD10
A7C 8 11 UD9
VSSC 9 10 UD8
Figure 6 HT-12D Pin Layouts [12]
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2.4.3 TLP434A Ultra Small Transmitter
TLP434 is a wireless data link comprises of radio frequency (RF) transmitter module
and it is selected for the system based on features below:
433.92 MHz Operation pairs
Up to 500 ft range (outdoor) and 200 ft range (indoor)
2400 bps transfer rate
Low cost (<RM50)
Extremely small and light weight
TLP434 transmitter module supports up to 500 ft range (approximately 150 m) for
outdoors and 200 ft (approximately 60 m) for indoors. The operating frequency for
the transmitter and receiver is 433.92MHz and it operates from 2-12V. The higher
the voltage supplied, the greater the range the transmission achieved. The theory of
the transmission operation is simple and uncomplicated. The data at receiver outputs
is actually the data at the transmitter inputs. However, the transmitter data rates are
limited to 2400bps. The TLP434 transmitter is based on SAW resonator and
recognizes both linear and digital output.
The data transmission reliability is dependent on the external antenna which helps to
reach maximum range. For operating frequency 434MHz, a 17cm antenna is
recommended for better transmission. Furthermore, these RF modules require no
licensing since the transmitter and receiver are used in accordance with low power
devices such as remote control applications. Figure 7 shows the TLP434A RF
Transmitter.
14
pin 1 : GND
pin 2 : Data In
pin 3 : Vcc
pin 4 : Antenna ( RF output
Frequency 315, 418 and 433.92 MHz
Figure 7 TLP434A RF Transmitter [13]
2.4.4 RLP434A SAWBased Receiver
RLP434 is a wireless data link comprises of radio frequency (RF) receiver. It is
paired with TLP434 transmitter module and has the same features as TLP434:
- 433.92 MHz Operation pairs
• Up to 500 ft range (outdoor) and 200 ft range (indoor)
• 2400 bps transfer rate
• Low cost (<RM50)
• Extremely small and light weight
RLP434 receiver module supports up to 500 ft range (approximately 150 m) for
outdoors and 200 ft (approximately 60 m) for indoors. The operating frequency is
433.92MHz and it is operated at 5V. For a better reception, a 17cm antenna is
recommended. Figure 8 shows the RLP434A RF Receiver.
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m TTTT
pin 1 : Gnd
pin 2 : Digital Data Output










A spectrally matched infrared source and sensor moulded in similar clear epoxy
housings. The source is a GaAs LED and the sensor an NPN silicon phototransistor
as shown in Figure 9. When used together, separation up to 25mm can be achieved.
They can be interfaced with logic circuits and applications include end of tape
detection, punched tape reading, event counting, limit switching etc. The diode has




Figure 9 OP165 Emmiter & OP505D Phototransistor [14]
2.5.2 Ultrasonic Sonar Sensor
Transducer is an electronic device that converts energy from one form to another.
Common examples include microphones, loudspeakers, thermometers, position and
pressure sensors, and antenna. Although not generally thought of as transducers,
photocells, LEDs (light-emitting diodes), and even common light bulbs are
transducers.
A range of two transducers operating at 40kHz approximately and designed for
ultrasonic transmission and reception. The ultrasonic transmitter, 307-351 is capable
of emitting 106dB (OdB = 2x 10-4(abar) and the receiver 307-367 has a sensitivity of
-65dB (OdB = l/|abar/V/meter). These units can be used for the transmission of
continuous wave ultrasonic sound or for pulsed sound applications.
The applications for this sensor are burglar alarm systems, proximity switches, liquid
level metres, anti-collision devices, counters for moving objects, and TV remote








Figure 10 Ultrasonic Sonar Sensor (Transmitter & Receiver) [15]
2.6 Video Capture Card - Fly Video 2000
Figure 11 LifeView FlyVideo 2000 FM TV-Tuner Video Capture Card [16]
Figure 11 is the FlyVideo 2000FM series is one standard TV tuner and video capture
card. It designed to satisfy different user needs while offering basic functions such as
TV reception, FM radio, video recording, and video capturing. FlyVideo 2000FM
card is a single slot PCI card with a built-in 125-channel capable TV-tuner that
automatically scans antenna or cable TV sources for channels.
With the external audio and video inputs, it can connect to a Wireless Camera and
wireless microphone. Incorporating the latest TV tuner technology within the
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FlyVideo 3000FM allows video viewing in a sizable, scaleable window (up to full
screen) on PC monitor.
2.7 Wireless CCTV Kit
Figure 12 208C-50mW Wireless Camera & Receiver Kit [17]
CMOS Wireless Bird-Eye Micro Camera, as shown in Figure 12, is the smallest
video transmission device available in the market. It is suitable for homes,
workshops, warehouses, schools, offices, stores, gas stations, and any places that
wiring is not possible. In addition, it is also used by private investigators and law
enforcement agencies for surveillance and video monitoring. Main features include
wireless transmission and reception, long reception range, small compact size and
minimal weight, low power consumption, high sensitivity, low maintenance, easy
installation and operation, and easy concealment.
The bird-eye camera has a camera head and longer adjustable/interchangeable lens. It
provides supreme quality picture for ultimate surveillance video shooting. Various
interchangeable lenses can be purchased to serve special needs such as longer
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distance video shooting (up to 3 miles), close video shooting, wide-eye video
shooting, etc. The specifications of this kit are explained in details in Table 1.
Table 1 Wireless CCTV Kit Specifications
Effective Reception Range Up to 1000 feet "line of sight"
Resolution 380 lines
Scan Frequency EIA: 60 Hz
Output Frequency 0.9-1.2 MHz
Minimum Illumination 2 LUX
TV System NTSC
Output Power 50 mW
Power Supply DC8V,9V/12V
Power Consumption < 960 mW
Camera Dimensions 25 mm x 33 mm x 33 mm




The methodology of the project is divided into Section 3.1 Procedure Identification,
Section 3.2 Development Stages and Section 3.3 Tools required. Section 3.1 covers
the processes of dividing the workloads for the two semesters. Section 3.2 covers the
process in developing the system in the period of time. Section 3.3 lists the tools
required for the project based on the tools identifications and subsystem design.
3.1 Procedure Identification
To implement the project, it is divided into two in orderto distribute the workload for
the two semesters. First semester will be the literature review, research and building
an interfacing circuitry to interface the computer with the Remote Control. The
second semester will deal with the mediated control systems such as sensors, wireless
camera, microphone, integration of other devices to achievethe main objective that is
to create a mobile robot that operates in real-time with the mediated control systems
to increase the robots autonomy.
A methodology is used to develop this system, which is the Waterfall Model. The
waterfall model derives its name due to the cascading effect from one phase to the
other as is illustrated in Figure 13. In this model each phase is well defined at the
starting and ending point, with identifiable deliveries to the next phase. The phases
involve are requirement definition, system and software design, implementation and














Figure 13 Waterfall Model
In the first stage, which is requirements definition, the problem statements are
identified. With some research, the problem statements are stated. With the problem
statement, the objectives of the project are defined. The objectives will be the
solutions for the problems. With that, a research is done to identify the requirements
needed to build the mediated systems. Requirements on the components and tools
needed are listed and searched. Apart from hardware, types of software that is
compatible with the hardware used are decided. All these software and hardware are
to satisfy the objectives when building the system.
The next stage is the system and software design. In this stage, the components are
assembled and studied on the algorithm of the software is essential. All the possible
algorithms are laid out to identify the modules need when building the system. Other
than that, the robot body should be assembled in this stage before going on to the
next.
Subsequently are implementation and unit testing. This is where each components
assembled are tested and determined the binary values that will be assigned on them.
The respective mediated systems are then programmed and assessed individually to
ensure their functionality and to avoid any major errors.
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Finally will be the integration and system testing. This stage combines all the
systems together to perform the algorithm that is laid out in stage two. These
algorithms include obstacles avoidance and navigation, speed alteration, wireless
camera and microphone. The system will be tested thoroughly and check for errors.
If error occurred, it is needed to be identified and corrected.
3.2 Development Stages
The robot operates remotely through a transmitter, which sends a signal to a receiver
that passes the signal to a microprocessor that executes a control algorithm. The
microprocessor outputs control signals to drive and steer the robot. Figure 14 below
shows the standard configuration where the command sent from the transmitter





Figure 14 Command directly passes to mobile platform
With the configuration shown in Figure 14, the operator has direct control over the
mobile platform, which means that the success of a task depends completely on the
operator's skill. In this project, investigation will be on the configuration the
configuration above with a computer inserted between the receiver and mobile
platform. The microprocessor will mediate the command sent from the transmitter
and the signal sent to the mobile robot.
Computer Transmitter Wireless ^ Receiver Mediated Control Systems
Communication
Figure 15 Real-time remote operations with computer and microprocessor mediation
Using the configuration in Figure 15 allows for computer mediation between the
command signal and the output signal sent to the mobile robot platform. Now when
an operator executes a task, the microprocessor can assist by sensing the environment
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and help guide the vehicle through a successful task by avoiding obstacles and
intercepting erroneous commands sent to the robot. Ultimately, burden can be taken
off from the mobile platform because the computer can now be used to run control
algorithms, and supply a graphical user interface (GUI). Reducing the burden on the
mobile platform is useful to save power, increase real-time sensing speed, and reduce
weight because fewer batteries will be necessary to run the mediated control systems.
Although the additional control features assist the operator in many ways, the tradeoff
lies in the fact that it takes some of the control away from the operator. For example,
if the mediated control system prevents the operator from steering into an object to
the side of the vehicle while this is clearly the better choice when faced with a head-
on collision. This project will use a scaled archetype to study some of these issues in
greater detail without having to build costly full-scale prototypes.
In implementing the project, it was divided into two in order to distribute the
workload for the two semesters. First semester will be the literature review, research
and building an interfacing circuitry to interface the computer with the Remote
Control The second semester will deal with the mediated control systems such as
sensors, wireless camera, microphone, integration of other devices to achieve the
main objective that is to create a mobile robot that operates in real-time with the
mediated control systems to increase the robots autonomy.
3.3 Tools Required
For the implementation of the interface, the solution used involves hardware design.
To attain the goals, several devices are required to be used or built.
3.3.1 Hardware
• Remote Control Car
A remote controlled truck that would be rugged enough for the outdoors.
• PIC Microcontrollers
One of the potential PIC that will be used in the project is PIC16F84A.
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• MAX232 and RS232
Serial communication interface components.
• IR and Ultrasonic Sonar sensors
While infrared sensors provide more accurate distance measurements over a
small distance range, they cannot be used for measurement of large distances,
where sonar sensors can be used.
• Photo reflector
Wheel encoder to measure the distance traveled by the AI Mobile.
• Wireless CCTV Kit - 208C-50mW Wireless Camera & Receiver Kit
Video and audio transmissions for the Monitoring System.
• Wireless RF Transmission
A pair of RF ASK Hybrid Modules for Radio Control (RLP434 & TLP434)
and a pair of encoder and decoder (HT12E & HT12D).
• Super Bright White Infrared LEDs
17 high output infrared LEDs (BG Micro) dismantled from a headgear.
3.3.2 Software
• MathWorks MATLAB 6.1 / Microsoft Visual Basic 6.0
Programming application as one of the GUI tools used to control the AI
Mobile for the system.
• PICC
C language for programming the PIC Microcontroller
• Microchip MPLAB
Assembly language for programming the PIC Microcontroller
• Warp 13
This software is the "Burner", used to burn the .hex into PIC Microcontroller.
• Eagle Layout Editor




In section 4.1, it discusses the overall architecture of the project. Section 4.2 discuss
about the selection of the robot platform with initial criteria have in mind. Section
4.3 covers the reasons for selecting the microcontroller PIC16F84A. Section 4.4
mentions about the success in transmitting the data using serial interface between PC
and the external hardware. The overall algorithm of the system is described in this
section as well. Section 4.5 explains the switching circuitry where it interfaces with
the RF receiver and microcontroller to control the relays and transistors. Section 4.6,
4.7, 4.8, 4.9 and 4.10 discuss about the remaining features the project get to offer.
4.1 Project Architecture
The specific architecture of the AI Mobile is similar to the block diagram shown in
Figure 16 where the command signal is transmitted from the Nikko radio control to







Figure 16 Remote Controlled Car without Augmentation
In this project, the architecture shown above in Figure 16 will be augmented with two
PIC microprocessors, mediated control systems, and wireless RF transmission to
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transfer data from a desktop computer to the AI Mobile. A block diagram showing
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Figure 17 AI Mobile Architecture with Augmentation
The AI Mobile architecture allows the command signals sent from an operator to be
modified prior to steering and driving the vehicle based on the various sensors
feedback. The wireless transmitter can be used to transfer information to the mobile
robot while driving the AI Mobile.
4.2 Robot Platform Selection
To begin the project, it is first required to decide whether to design a mobile platform
or buy an existing platform that it would mount microprocessors, camera, and
sensors. The conclusion is that the focus of this project is not to build the platform,
but to interface microprocessors with the drive motors and steering motors to allow
mediated control of the mobile platform.
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The objective is to have a mobile robot that would be rugged enough for the outdoors.
This conclusion led to the decision to buy a remote controlled (RC) truck. The truck
must be able to withstand years of use in a rugged environment as well as the ability
to easily modify components, add sensors and cameras, and mount microprocessor.
The most important design requirement is that it must be able to mount
microcontroller easily and the vehicle must be able to support and maneuver with the
additional weight of a PC, microcontrollers, sensors, and actuators. It is necessary
that the major electronic components of the remote controlled truck be separate to
permit me to insert a microcontroller. The power source for the vehicle must be
wireless allowing remote operation and the source must be reusable to be cost
effective. Another requirement for the mobile platform is to be able to mount
brackets, sensors, and camera to the vehicle. Some materials such as carbon
composite material may not be easily drilled and tapped and may crack.
Figure 18 is a picture of the Nikko Scenic RX4 RC truck that is chosen, which it has
all of the features listed above and has provento be a very versatile and durable robot
platform as the prototype.
Figure 18 Nikko Scenic RX4
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43 Microcontroller
The intention is to keep the microcontroller in this project small and light enough to
mount on the robot platform with an adequate processing speed capable of reading
sensors while acting in real-time to mediate the input command. An Electronically
Erasable Programmable Read Only Memory (EEPROM) is required for the
microcontroller to allow programs modifications during debugging stage as well as
optimizing the control code. The capacity of the EEPROM and random access
memory (RAM) must be large enough to run a control algorithm.
Because of the familiarity and ease of programming/debugging, the PIC16F84A
microcontroller, which produced by Microchip Inc. is chosen. The PIC16F84A is
very lightweight, only requires a 5V source, is inexpensive, has a 20 MHz processor,
64 bytes Data EEPROM, and 68 bytes of Data RAM [18] which give the
microcontroller sufficient performance for this application. The microcontroller can
be used as an intelligent subsystem to handle sensors and camera and can be seen as a
smart peripheral device. Figure 19 shows the PIC16F84A Microcontroller.
Figure 19 PIC Microcontroller [10]
4.4 Communication Medium
4,4.1 Serial Communication Interface andRF Transmission
To interface the PIC16F84A with the host computer, serial communication interface
circuit is required. Serial communication interface is important to interface hardware
with computer. In this project, the RF remote controlled circuit is integrated with the
PC through this serial communication interface circuit shown in Figure 20.
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Figure 20 Serial Communication Interface and RF Transmission
The circuit consists of MAX232 to convert serial signal into 5V and 0V signal. For
the debugging stage, PIC16F84A is programmed to generate output when an input
character is sent through a serial communication from the system software. In Figure
21, a single layer PCB board is produced based on the schematic drawn in Figure 20.
Figure 21 Interfacing Circuit & Wireless RF Transmission
The Interfacing Circuit will allow transmission of signals from the board to the Host
Computer and vice versa. Different inputs from the Host Computer will trigger
different actions on the AI Mobile. The signals are generated from the System
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Software such as MATLAB or MS Visual Basic 6.0 which its inputs are given by the
User.
The BO - B3 on the Microprocessor #1 are connected to four transistors respectively
to send signals to Remote Control to direct the movements of the AI Mobile. These
four outputs (BO - Bl) each represents one button on the remote control which are
FORWARD, BACKWARD, LEFT and RIGHT. B4 - B7 are connected to the HT-
12E to send wireless signals to the AI Mobile to control the available features on it.
The signals sent are in 4-bit binary which each bit will represents each action to be
performed on the AI Mobile's microcontroller. The table of the operating algorithm
is shown below.
Table 2 Microcontroller Operating Algorithm
System Software Microcontroller #1
Actions
Character sent B3 B2 Bl BO
Q 0 1 0 1 Car movement FORWARD LEFT
W 0 0 0 1 Car movement FORWARD
E 1 0 0 1 Car movement FORWARD RIGHT
A 0 1 0 0 Car movement STEER LEFT
S 0 0 0 0 Car movement STOP
D 1 0 0 0 Car movement STEER RIGHT
Z 0 1 1 0 Car movement BACKWARD LEFT
X 0 0 1 0 Car movement BACKWARD
C 1 0 1 0 Car movement BACKWARD RIGHT
Character sent B7 B6 B5 B4 Actions
R 0 0 0 0 Reset the Camera to its original position.
G 0 0 0 1 Turning the Camera LEFT
J 0 0 1 0 Turning the Camera RIGHT
N 0 0 1 1 Turning the Camera DOWNWARD
Y 0 1 0 0 Turning the Camera UPWARD
1 0 1 0 1 Lights
2 0 1 1 0 Walkie Talkie ON
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3 0 1 1 1 Walkie Talkie OFF
4 1 0 0 0 Speed HIGH
5 1 0 0 1 Speed LOW
6 1 0 1 0 Sensor ON
7 1 0 1 1 Sensor OFF



















































Figure 22 RF Receiver and Microcontroller
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Figure 23 Receiver Circuit Board Figure 24 Receiver Circuit PCB Board
Figure 22 illustrates the schematic for the RF Receiver and Microcontroller #2.
Figure 23 and Figure 24 illustrate the Board Diagram and actual PCB Board
respectively. The receiver system circuit consists of HT-12D 4-bit Decoder, RLP434
receiver module and a simple valid transmit circuit. When transmitter module
transmitter transmitted data, the data is "pickup" by the receiver module that is
directly connected to data input pin at the decoder. The decoder will decode back the
encoded data and give appropriate outputs based on the data received. When there is
a valid transmission, the valid transmit circuit will light up the LEDl as indicator
there is a transmission going on. The pins B4 - B7 from Microprocessor #1 are



















Figure 25 Switching Circuitry
The switching circuitry, shown in Figure 25, is to interface the devices such as Lights,
Sensor, Car Motor, Servo Motors and Walkie Talkie to the microcontroller #2.
Several NPN Transistors are used as switches to turn on or turn off these devices.
Furthermore, there is an IC named L293 on the board. The L293 is an integrated
circuit motor driver that can be used for simultaneous, bi-directional control of two
small motors. The IC is turned ON to reduce the speed on the AI Mobile when
desired. Switching Circuit Board are produced in Figure 26 and Figure 27.




Infrared works by sending out Infrared light from the Infrared LED in a fairly narrow
beam. These beams will be captured by the Infrared receiver. Infrared sensors are
used in the AI Mobile as the Speed Detector.
The infrared sensors are by pairing up the Infrared and Photoresistor. The function of
this circuitry is used in Speed Detection where allow the robot to detect the black
strip on the AI Mobile's wheel. A circle consists of two colours, black and white, are
attached on the AI Mobile's wheel. When black colour strip is detected, a signal will
be sent to the Output and eventually the pulses received by host computer will be








Figure 28 Speed Detection Circuit [19]








Figure 29 Application of the Speed Detection circuitry [19]
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Figure 28 shows the schematic to use the infrared sensors. The operation of this
circuitry is rather simple, when the photodiode detector does not receive any signal
from the infrared emitter (in the black surface shown in Figure 29), the circuit will be
treated as open circuit. The output voltage will be equivalent with the Vcc which is
+5V (Bit T). However, if the surface is white, IR beam will reflect the IR energy
back into the face of the Photodiode resistor. The output voltage across it will be 0 V
which also represents '0' bit. The T and '0' bits received from the output will be
used as an input to the microcontroller and act accordingly with the programming
language.
4.6.2 Ultrasonic Sonar Sensors
Figure 30 and Figure 31 show the board drawing and the actual PCB board
construction respectively. A pair of 40 KHz ultrasonic transducers detects moving
objects or human bodies up to 10 meters. The 40 kHz transducer is a relatively power
hungry device and it is powered by DC 12V @ 200 mA circuitry. An ultrasonic
motion detection circuitry is constructed shown below. The circuit uses 40 kHz
ultrasonic waves to detect moving objects. When objects are detected in the zone, the
reflected waves change its amplitude slightly. This change of amplitude causes the
circuit to actuate a miniature relay and the LED lights up for a few seconds. To
improve the performance of the detector, it should not be used at places where
interference from electric fans, insects and household pets are expected. It is not
intended for outdoor usage as well.
Figure 30 Ultrasonic Motion Detector Board Figure 31 Ultrasonic Motion Detector
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In response to moving objects in front of the transducers, the relay will be activated
promptly and the LED lights up for a few seconds. The LED and relay will remain
ON until the motion stops. The level of the DC voltage is directlyproportional to the
speed of the moving object which means that the voltage is zero if the object is not
moving. The variable resister (VR) trimmer pot can be adjusted to appropriate level
of sensitivity depending on the environment where the AI Mobile is situated. Setting
it too high will induce false alarm. The schematic of the Ultrasonic Motion Detector





































> Generated by Larry
Figure 32 Ultrasonic Motion Detector Schematic
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Figure 33 Switching circuit diagram
A simple junction transistor consists of a crystal of one type of doped semiconductor
sandwiched between two crystals of the opposite type. Transistor NPN 2N3904 is
used and is shown schematically in Figure 33 as the switching circuit. An NPN
transistor is connected, a voltage Vce is maintained between the collector (C) and
emitter (E) by the battery in the remote control (9V). The voltage from the PIC is
applied to the base (B) is called the base bias voltage, Vbe- If VBe is positive,
conduction electrons in the emitter (E) are attracted into the base. Since the base
region is very thin, most of these electrons flow right across into the collector (C),
which is maintained at a positive voltage and the button is on as if it is pressed.
Figure 33 shows only one of the four switching circuits required. The complete
switching circuit for all four directions was created as shown in Figure 34 (in
Breadboard form for better illustration).
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Figure 34 Switching Circuit
The two stereo jacks were connected to the circuit (one for Forward-Backward and
the other for Left-Right). The Nikko Radio Control is connected using stereo jacks
and sockets so that RC Car can be controlled by using computer and Radio Control.
The two jackets connected from the breadboard will eventually paired up with then-
sockets at the Nikko Radio Control. Forward and Backward livers are connected to
one socket while Right and Left livers are connected to the other. The wires were
soldered on the four livers and were connected to two stereo sockets shown in Figure
35. If any of those livers is connected to the ground, signal corresponds to that liver
will then be sent from Radio Control to the AI Mobile. This can happen by triggering
any of the BO - B3 pins (in Microprocessor #1) or by adjusting the radio control's
joystick.
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Figure 35 Nikko Radio Control's PCB Board
Furthermore, two holes are drilled carefully on the remote control to allow the
installation of the two stereo sockets (shown in Figure 36). The drilling is tough since
there is only limited space in the remote control. Proper planning and arrangement




Figure 36 Remote Control with two stereo sockets
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4.8 Interfacing Video Capture Card with Wireless Camera
To install the wireless camera, it is needed to attach the Reception Antenna to
Wireless Receiver by twisting into it. Then the wireless receiver is connected to the
Monitor with Audio/Video Cable. The Wireless Receiver is powered up with a IX!
9V/12V Power Adapter. For the wireless camera, a DC 8V Power Adapter is
connected to Power Supply Socket of Wireless Camera. Note that incorrectly
connecting the WirelessCamera to the 9V/12VPower Adapter may cause permanent
camera damage. The lens-protecting cap from the camera lens is removed from the
cameraand everything shouldbe connectednicely. To obtain the best picturequality,
the Adjust Frequency Controller is adjusted. WirelessCamera lens can be adjusted to
a positionthat picture is in focus. The WirelessCameracan now be attachedwith the



























Figure 37 Device Connections
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4.9 PIC Programming
This is the C program that programmed into the PIC Microcontroller to control the
movements of the AI Mobile manually. The program is written to receive 21
different inputs from the PC; 9 inputs for car movements, 4 inputs for Camera
movements, and the remaining 8 for features. Each input will trigger the Port B
which is the direction control register. For example, to make a left forward turn, a
character 'Q' will be sent to the PIC which trigger the PIN BO and PIN B2 to be on.
Detail explanations are elucidated in Table 2 (page 30) and for complete PIC code
for Microcontroller #1 please refer to the Appendix D.
This simple programming code can be very handy in the future when the system gets
more complicated. It can be used as an initial test utility program to test for proper
mechanical assembly, controller operation, servo operation, electrical connections
and batteries. Simple routines are the easiest to use for troubleshooting and initial
tests. The microcontroller is programmed using C language. On of the advantages
of using C than Assembly Language is no requirement to program each memory
allocation while in assembly language, each memory allocation need to be defined.
The flow chart on how to program a microcontroller is shown in Figure 38 .














Figure 38 Flow Chart to Program the Microcontroller
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4.10 Creation of Gerber Files
The software, EAGLE 4.13, is use to create schematics and Gerber files. When
making an actual printed circuit board based on the data made from CAD, the data of
Gerber form are used in many cases. Gerber data are the data formats which a
photograph plotter maker's Gerber Scientific Instrument Company created. All the
information (the position of a hole, a size, thickness of a line, etc.) for automating
manufacture of a printed circuit board is numerically expressed with Gerber data.
Gerber form is standardized as CAD output data of a printed circuit board. The
printed circuit board data created by EAGLE are the form only for EAGLE. It is not
Gerber form. Figure 39 is the Board Layout for Serial Communication Hardware
Interface, it is routed using a Single Layer which only the bottom of the PCB board is
printed with wires pattern. However, the Ultrasonic Motion Detector, shown in
Figure 31 (page 35), is using a Dual Layer pattern. The components are connected
via Bottom and Top layer of the PCB board. The process of making Dual Layer is
more time consuming than a conventional Single Layer pattern.
Figure 39 Serial Communication Hardware Interface Board Layout (Single Layer)
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The data made with EAGLE (*.brd) is convertible for a Gerber file with the following
operations.
Step 1:Open a board file (*.brd) whichshown in Figure 31 and Figure39 .
Step 2: To the beginning Drill Rack file is made. For carryingout this operation, type
in "run drillcfg" to a command bar (as in Figure 40 ), and push an enter key. Then,
choose an inch as a unit, and push the OK button. The list of the drill size used now
is displayed. On this screen, push the OK button, without doing anything, and
progress to the next. The dialog which saves a Drill Rack file (*. drl) is displayed.
Save this file in the same folder as a board file (*. brd). The information written to
the board file is used in CAM Processor performed next. Therefore, *.drl must be in
the same folder.
i b !w \m m •• % % % % s ^>
ii Eagle: Drill Configuration
gi Eagle: Edit Drill Configuration








Figure 40 Step 2 Creation of Drill Rack File
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Step 3: Next is to create the Excellon drill files shown in Figure 41 . Choose
"CAM" with an icon bar. Thereby, the following dialog of CAM Processor is
displayed. Choose "Open" by the file menu of a CAM Processor dialog, and choose
"Job" further. Choose "excellon.cam" from the list displayed, and push the open
button. Check the items setup of Generate drill data, and push the "Process Job"
button. The setting items are left default when details are not known. The Excellon









Figure 41 Step 3 Creation of Excellon drill files
Step 4: Lastly, to create Gerber files. Choose File -> Open -> Job like creation of
Excellon drill files. Choose "gerb274x.cam" from the displayed list, and push the
open button (shown in Figure 42 ). As for a Gerber file, EIA standards RS-274 are
common. In the plotter control format of GSI (Gerber Scientific Instrument),
"gerber.cam" is used maybe. Check the items setup of Generate drill data, and push
the "Process Job" button. The setting items are left default when details are not
known. The Gerber files ( *.cmp, *.sol, *.plc, *.stc, *.sts, *.gpi ) are made by this
processing.
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Figure 42 Step 4 Creation of Gerber files
The following Gerber files can be made from the above processing (Step 1 - 4).
*.drl Drill rack data *.drd Excellon drill description
*.dri Excellon drill tool description *.cmp Component side data
*.sol Solder side data *.plc Component side silk screen data
*.stc Component side solder stop mask data
*.sts Solder side solder stop mask data
*.gpi Gerber photoplotter information data
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4.11 System Software
4.11.1 MathWorks MATLAB 6.1
The Graphical User Interface, or GUI, refers to the now universal idea of icons,
buttons, etc., that are visually presented to a user as a "front-end" of a software
application. Most of us would consider a software application that accepted only
keyboard-entered commands as quite archaic, and even down right primitive. Not to
be behind the times, the MathWorks had providedMATLAB programmers with a set
of structured event driven components in the form of user interface controls
(uicontrols) and menus (uimenus) that can be easily be assembled and used to create
GUIs [20].
GUIDE, the MATLAB Graphical User Interface Development Environment, provides
a set of tools for creatingGUIs. These tools greatly simplifythe process of layingout
and programming a GUI.
The system software is the only componentthat interactswith user. User can gain full
control on the software in order to control the system. The software is developed
using MATLAB GUI programming application and the design is user friendly. The











Figure 43 MathWorks MATLAB 6.1 GUI System
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4.11.2 Microsoft Visual Basic 6.0
Visual Basic provides complete set of tools to simplify rapid application
development. The "Visual" part refers to the method used to create the graphical user
interface (GUI). Rather than writing numerous lines of code to describe the
appearance and location of interface elements, user can simply add prebuilt objects
into place on screen. The "Basic" part refers to the BASIC (Beginners Ail-Purpose
Symbolic Instruction Code) language, a language used by more programmers than
any other language in the history ofcomputing.
The remote control system is pc-based and the only component that interacts with
user is the software subsystem. The software is developed in such a way that it can
give a better control for user with simple interface and lots of functions. The software
is developed using Microsoft Visual Basic 6; a very powerful programming tool that
is easy to learn and use. The Visual Basic programming and designing, shown in
Figure 44 , have several features such as capturing inputs from joystick and
keyboard (Maneuvering System), controlling the Lights (Lighting System) and the
Serial Communication Port interfacing. For detailed programming code please refer
to Appendix F.
SWut NdCorstttd
Capturing keyboard's inputs when
joystick is not initiated. Keyboard capturing disabledwhen Joystick is initiated.




The implementation on controlling the AI Mobile via MATLAB GUI is completed in
the FYP I. Through all the development stages and organized planning, the project
met its objectives to control a RC truck using MATLAB. For the FYP II, the focus is
implementing artificial intelligence in the AI Mobile to perform tasks intelligently
and autonomously. By using the PIC16F84 microcontroller, the signal transmission
is more stable and reliable. As for the serial communication between PC and the RF
remote control, users were be able to control the RC truck with just a single click on
the system software.
Through all the development stages and organized planning, the project met most of
its objectives as an Artificial Intelligent Remote Control Car (AI Mobile). The AI
Mobile can be driven and controlled from the PC via keyboard or joystick.
Furthermore, it has numerous features, such as wireless camera, head lights, 2-way
communications system, speed alteration, and speed detection, which enabled it to be
more viable and marketable. The system software was upgraded from MATLAB in
FYP I to Microsoft Visual Basic 6.0 in FYP II. The reason being the Microsoft
Visual Basic is more reliable, stable and effective. In addition, it is more suitable for
the application in this project because the system software is the only components
that communicate with the user so it needs to be very user friendly as it also handles
complex operation "behind" user's knowledge.
The use of microcontroller is efficient for managing control of inputs and outputs.
PIC16F84A is easy to use and cost effective. The microcontroller is very reliable in
receiving inputs from the PC and giving outputs to the encoder. The transmitter and
receiver for this system used a 4-bit encoder and 4-bit decoder respectively. The
transmitter part is the one that is connected to the PC, which transmit appropriate
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signal to the receiver. The receiver part is where all the features on theAI Mobile are
attached.
One of the major factors in difficulties during the whole project is constructing each
of the features available and putting them all together into one piece. A lot of
knowledge such as Circuit Theory, Analog, and Communication System are required
to complete this project. On top of that, programming skills in PIC C, MATLAB and
Visual Basic are essential as well. PIC C is used to program the microcontroller to
receive signal from the PC and transmit signals accordingly to control the movements
of the servo motors and the rest of the features available on the AI Mobile.
There are several recommendations based on the completion of the project. The
system can be upgraded with more operation of microcontroller. More complex
microcontroller may be needed for it able to handle more complex input from the
system software. This may reduce the number of receiver to be used for a certain
number of electrical appliances to be handled.
The used of the system can be extended to a further distance. A more expensive RF
module device can be added in this project replacing the existing one. Also, a need
for users to be able to control the system from outside the area can be taken into
consideration. By using internet, it is possible for user to communicate with the
system software installed at local PC. As for this, system software needs to be
upgraded so that it can support such features.
The microcontroller can be programmed to have more functions such as predefined
route and the system software can be upgraded to support this feature. In addition, it
can be improved further by installing a GPS system on this machine. To "increase"
the intelligent of the AI Mobile, Vision Interpretation System code can be written in
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APPENDIX D




4 #use delay{clock=8000000) // depends on OSC speed (8MHz)
5 #use rs232(baud=9600, xmit=PIN_A0, rcv=PIN_A I)
6
7
// #use fixed_io(a_outputs=PIN^A2, PIN_A3, PIN_A4)
8












19 if(from_pc==81)< // Receive char 'Q' from PC
20 output high(PIN_B2J; //Turn left




25 if (from_pc=87) { //Receivechar W from PC




30 if (from_pc=69) { // Receive char 'E' from PC
31 output high(PIN B3); // Turn right




36 if(from_pc=65) { // Receive char 'A' from PC




41 if(from_pc=83){ // Receive char'S' from PC
42 output low(PIN B0); // Stop all movement immediately
43 output_low(PIN_Bl);
44 output low(PIN B2);




49 if (from_pc=68) { // Receive char 'D' from PC




54 if (from_pc=90) { // Receive char 'Z' from PC
55 output_high(PIN_B2); // Backward left




60 if(from_pc=88){ // Receive char 'X' from PC




65 if (from_pc=67) { // Receive char 'C from PC
66 output high(PIN B3); // Backward right










if(from_pc=71) { // Receive char 'G' from PC
75 output_high(PIN_B4) // Camera moves LEFT
76 output_low(PrN_B5); // Send signal 0 0 0 1







if (from_pc=74) { // Receive char 'J' from PC
83 output_low(PIN_B4); // Camera moves RIGHT
84 output_high(PIN_B5) // Send signal 0 0 10





90 if (from pc=72) { // Receive char 'H' from PC
91 output high(PIN B4) // Lights off (change signal)






98 if (from_pc=78) { // Receive char 'N' from PC
99 output high(PIN_B4) // Camera moves DOWN






106 if(from_pc=89){ // Receive char 'Y' from PC
107 outputJow(PIN_B4); // Camera moves UP








116 if(frornj)c=49) { // Receive char '1' from PC
117 output high(PIN B4) // Lights
118 output_low(PIN_B5); // Send signal 0 10 1
119 output high(PIN B6)
120 output low(PIN B7);
121 delay ms(500);
122 output high(PIN B4) // Lights






129 if <from_pc=50) { // Receive char '2' from PC
130 outputJow(PIN_B4); // Speaker ON






137 if(from_pc=51) { // Receive char '3' from PC
138 output high(PIN_B4) // Speaker OFF






145 if (from_pc~52) { // Receive char '4' from PC
146 output low(PrN_B4); // Speed HIGH
147 output low(PIN B5), // Send signal 10 0 0
VII





153 if (from_pc=53) { // Receivechar '5' from PC
154 output high(PIN B4); // Speed LOW






161 if (from_j)c=54) { // Receivechar '6' from PC
162 output low(PlN B4); // SensorON
163 output highfPHN B5); //Sendsignal 10 10





169 if (from_j)c=55) { // Receivechar'T from PC
170 output high(PIN B4); //SensorOFF
171 output_high(PrN_B5); // Sendsignal 1011





177 if <from_pc=82) { // Receivechar 'R' from PC
178 output low(PrN B4); //Reset to Default ON
179 output low(PINJ35); // Send signal0 0 0 0





185 if (input(PIN A4)=l) {// Signal fromWheel


















































































#use delay{clock=8000000) // depends on OSC speed (8MHz)
#use fixed_io(b_outputs=PIN_B4, PIN_B5, PIN_B6, PIN_B7)
#use fixedjo(a_outputs=PIN_A0, PIN_A1)
void delay_var (char n);

























delay_ms(20); // 20 msdelaybefore nextpulse
if(input(PIN_B3>=0 &&. input(PrNJ32)=0 && input(PIN_Bl)=0 && input(PINJ30)=l &,& (pan<204)) // receive 00 0 1
pan++; // Turning Left
if{input(PINJ33)=0 && input(PiNJB2)=0 && input{PINJ31)=l && input(PIN_BO)=0 && (pan>40)) //receive 0 010
pan-; //Turning Right
if (input(PINJ33)=0&.&, input(PIN_B2)=0 && input(PrN_Bl )=0 &&input(PIN_BO)=0) // receive 0 00 0
pan= 130; // Resetto Original Location
output_high(PIN_B5); // B5 output tilt motor
if(tilt>0) // Tilt (Up/Down)
de!ay_var(tilt);
output_low(PIN_B5);
delay_ms(20); // 20 ms delay before next pulse
if(input(PINJ33)=0 && input(PIN_B2)=0 &,&, input(PIN_B1)=1 && input(PrN_B0)=l &&, <tilt<210)) // receive 00 11
tilt++; // Turning Downward
if(input(PiN_B3)=0 && input(PrNJ32)=l &,& input(PIN_Bl)=0 && input(PIN_BO)=0 && <tilt>100)) // receive 0 10 0
tilt--; // Turning Upward
if(input(PIN_B3)=0 && input(PIN_B2)=0 && input<PIN_Bl)=0 &&. input(PIN_BO)=0) // receive 0 00 0
tilt = 210; // Reset to Original Location
// B4 output pan motor
// Pan (Left/Right)
// Light
if(input(PIN_B3)=0 && input(PIN_B2)=l &&, inpuKPIN_Bl)=0 &.& inpuKPlN_B0)=l)
output_high(PIN_B6); // Light Tapping
if(input(PrN_B3)=l && input(PrN_B2)=l && inpuU?IN_Bl)=l && input(PIN_B0)=l)
outputJow(PIN_B6); // Light Tapping
// Walkie Talkie
if (input(PIN_B3)=0&& input(PIN_B2)=l && input{PIN_B 1)=





// receive 0 110
70 if(input(PrN_B3>=0&&input(PIN_B2)=l&&input(PrN_Bl)=l&&input(PIN_B0)=l) //receiveOI I 1
71 output_low(PrN_B7); // walkie talkie OFF
72
73 // Speed Control
74 if (input(PIN_B3)=l && input(PIN_B2)=0 &&, input(PrN_Bl)=0 &.& input(PIN_BO)=0) // receive 10 0 0
75 output high(P[N„A0); //Speed Low
76 if (input(PIN_B3)=l && input(PIN_B2)=0 && input(PIN_BI)=0 &&, input(PIN_B0)=l) // receive 10 0 1
77 output_low(PrN_AO); // Speed High
78
79 // Sensor Control
80 if (input(PIN_B3)=l && input(PIN_B2)=0 &&. input(PIN_BI )=1 && input(PIN_B0)=0) // receive 10 10
81 output high(PIN_Al); //SensorON
82 if (input(PIN_B3)=l && input(PIN_B2)=0&,& input(PIN_BI )=1 &&, input(PIN_B0)=l) // receive 10 11




87 } //end of main
88































Dim dx As New DirectX8
Dim di As DirectlnputS
Dim diDEV As DirectlnputDeviceS
Dim diDevEnum As DirectInputEnumDevices8
Dim joyCaps As D1DEVCAPS
DimjsAsDIJOYSTATE
Dim xPos, yPos, rxPos, ryPos As Integer
Dim running As Boolean
Dim DiProp Dead As DIPROPLONG
DimDiPRop Range As D1PROPRANGE
Dim DiProp_Saturation As DIPROPLONG
'Keyboard
Dim diState As DIKEYBOARDSTATE 'the key states.
Dim iKeyCounter As Integer







































Set di = dx.DirectlnputCreate
Set diDevEnum= di.GetDIDevices(DI8DEVCLASS_GAMECTRL, DIEDFL_ATTACHEDONLY)
Set diDEV = di.CreateDevice(diDevEnum.GetItem(l ).GetGuidInstance)































.10bj = DIJOFS X
diDEV.SetProperty "DIPROP_DEADZONE", DiProp_Dead






.IObj = DIJOFS X
diDEV.SetProperty "DIPROP_SATURATION", DiProp_Saturation
,IObj = DIJOFS Y
XI





75 ,IHow = DIPH_DEVICE
















92 Private Sub Command1_Click(Index As Integer)
93 MSComm1.Output = Chr(&H51)
94 Label2.Caption = "Status : Forward Left" 'change label to normal
95 Label2.ForeColor = &HFFO00O 'change font color to BLUE




100 Private Sub Command10_Click{)
101 disconnect. Enabled = True
102 End Sub
103




108 Private Sub Command2_C1ick()
109 MSComm1.Output = Chr(&H57)
110 Label2,Caption = "Status : Forward" 'change label to normal
111 Label2.ForeColor = &HFF00O0 'change font color to BLUE
112 Label2.FontBold = False
113 End Sub
114
115 Private Sub Command3 Click(Index As Integer)
116 MSComml .Output = Chr(&H45)
117 Label2,Caption = "Status ; ForwardRight" 'change label to normal
118 Label2.ForeColor = &HFF0000 'change font color to BLUE




123 Private Sub Command4_Click(Index As Integer)
124 MSComml.Output = Chr(&H41)
125 Label2.Caption= "Status: Steer Left" 'change label to normal
126 Label2.ForeColor = &HFFO00O 'change font color to BLUE
127 Label2.FontBold = False
128 End Sub
129
130 Private Sub Command5_Click(Index As Integer)
131 MSComm I.Output = Chr(&H53)
132 Label2.Caption = "Status : STOP" 'change label to normal
133 Label2.ForeColor = &HFF& 'change font color to RED
134 Label2.FontBold = True
135 End Sub
136
137 Private Sub Command6_Click(Index As Integer)
138 MSComml .Output = Chr(&H44)
139 Label2.Caption = "Status : Steer Right" 'change label to normal
140 Label2.ForeColor = &HFF0OO0 'change font color to BLUE
141 Label2.FontBold = False
142 End Sub
143
144 Private Sub Command7_Click(Index As Integer)
145 MSComm1.Output = Chr(&H5A)
146 Label2,Caption = "Status : Backward Left"'change labelto normal


















































































Private Sub Command8_Click(Index As Integer)
MSComm1.Output = Chr(&H58)
Label2.Caption = "Status: Backward" 'change label to normal
Label2.ForeColor = &HFFO000 'change font color to BLUE
Label2.FontBold = False
End Sub
Private Sub Command9_Click(Index As Integer)
MSComml .Output = Chr(&H43)
Label2.Caption = "Status : BackwardRight" 'change label to normal
Label2.ForeColor = &HFFO00O 'change font color to BLUE
Label2.FontBold = False
End Sub
Private Sub disconnect^ lick()
disconnect. Enabled = False
cmdlnitialize. Enabled = True
carstatus.Caption = "Disconnected"




joy 1main.Picture = imgempty.Picture
joy2ma in.Picture = imgempty.Picture
status.Caption = "Joystick Disconnected"
' Keyboard
IstKeys.Clear
IstKeys.Addltem "Keyboard Connected", 0
Set di = dx.DirectInputCreate() 'create the object, must be done beforeanythingelse
If Err.Number o 0 Then 'if err=0 then there are no errors.
MsgBox "Error startingDirectInput, pleasemake sureyouhaveDirectX installed", vbApplicationModal
End
End If
Set diDEV = di.CreateDevice("GUID_SysKeyboard") 'Create a keyboardobject off the Inputobject
diDEV.SetCommonDataFormat DIFORMATJCEYBOARD 'specify it as a normal keyboard, not mouseor joystick
diDEV.SetCooperativeLevel Me.hWnd,DISCL_BACKGROUND Or DISCL_NONEXCLUSIVE
' Aset coop level. Defines how it interactswith other applications,whetherit will share with other
' apps. DiSCL_NONEXCLUSIVE means that ifs multi-tasking friendly
Me.Show 'show the form
diDEV.Acquire 'aquire the keystates.
tmrKey.Interval= 10 'sensitivity, in this case the repeat rate of the keyboard




disconnect. Enabled = False
runnings True
1Keyboard Settings
Set di = dx.DirectInputCreate() 'create the object, must be done beforeanythingelse
If Err.Number <> 0 Then 'if err=0 then there are no errors.
MsgBox "Error starting Direct Input, please make sureyou have DirectX installed", vbApplicationModal
End
End If
Set diDEV = di.CreateDevice("GUID_SysKeyboard") 'Create a keyboardobject off the Input object
diDEV.SetCommonDataFormat DIFORMATJCEYBOARD 'specify it as a normal keyboard,not mouseor joystick
diDEV.SetCooperativeLevel Me.hWnd, DISCLJ3ACKGROUND Or DISCLJMONEXCLUSIVE
'Asetcoop level. Defines howit interacts with other applications, whether itwill share with other
' apps. DISCL_NONEXCLUSIVE means that it'smulti-tasking friendly
Me.Show 'show the form
diDEV.Acquire 'aquire the keystates.
tmrKey. Interval = 10 'sensitivity, in thiscasethe repeat rateof the keyboard
tmrKey. Enabled = True 'enable thetimer, this hasthekey detecting code init
'Com! Port Settings
Dim Pins As Long
' .Use COM 1 __
XIII
226 MSComm l.CommPort= 1
227
228 ' 9600 baud, no parity, 8 data bits, 1 stop bit
229 MSComml .Settings = "9600,N,8,1"
230
231 ' Disable DTR
232 MSComml .DTREnable = False
233
234 ' Open the port





240 MSComml.InputMode^O 'take ascii as input
241 MSComml.InputLen= 1 'limitation for input
242 MSComml.RThreshold=l
243






250 Private Sub FormJJnload(Cancel As Integer)
251 ' Joystick







259 Public Sub callbackO
260
261 Dim i As Integer
262 Dim p As Integer
263
264 p = 0
265
266





272 For i = 0 To joyCaps.Buttons -1
273
274 If Not js.Buttons(i) = 0 Then
275 button.Caption = i
276 Ifi = 7Then
277 MSComm1.Output = Chr(&H31) ' Lights
278 End If
279
280 If i =0 Then ' Walkie Talkie ON
281 walk ieon. Enabled = False
282 walk ieoff.Enabled = True
283 MSComml .Output = Chr(&H32)
284 End If
285
286 If i = I Then ' Walkie Talkie OFF
287 walkieoff. Enabled = False
288 walkieon.Enabled = True
289 MSComml .Output = Chr(&H33)
290 End If
291
292 Ifi = 2Then 'Sensor OFF
293 sensoroff. Enabled = False
294 sensoron.Enabled = True
295 MSComml .Output = Chr(&H37)
296 End If
297
298 Ifi = 3Then 'Sensor ON
299 sensoron. Enabled = False
300 sensoroff. Enabled = True




304 If i = 10 Then ' R for Reset Camera
305 MSComm1.Output - Chr(&H52)
306 End If
307
308 If i - 5 Then ' R for Reset Camera








317 Ifjs.y = 5000 Then
318 Ifjs.x = 0Then
319 joylmain.Picture - joy4.Picture
320 MSComml.Output = Chr(&H41) ' Car Steer Left
321 Elselfjs.x = 5000 Then
322 joyl main.Picture =joy5.Picture
323 MSComml .Output = Chr(&H53) ' Car Stop
324 Sleep 100
325 Elself js.x = 10000 Then
326 joyl main.Picture =joy6,Picture
327 MSComm1.Output = Chr(&H44) ' Car Steer Right
328 End If
329
330 EiseIfjs.y = 0Then
331 Ifjs.x = 0 Then
332 joyl main.Picture=joy7.Picture
333 MSComm1.Output = Chr(&H51) 'Car Forward Left
334 Elselfjs.x = 5000 Then
335 joyl main.Picture = joy8.Picture
336 MSComml .Output = Chr(&H57) ' Car Forward
337 Elself js.x = 10000 Then
338 joylmain.Picture =joy9.Picture
339 MSComml .Output = Chr(&H45) ' Car Forward Right
340 End If
341
342 Elselfjs.y = 10000 Then
343 lfjs.x = 0 Then
344 joylmain.Picture = joyl.Picture
345 MSComml.Output= Chr(&H5A) ' Car BackwardLeft
346 Elselfjs.x = 5000 Then
347 joylmain.Picture =joy2.Picture
348 MSComm! Output = Chr(&H58) ' Car Backward
349 Elselfjs.x = 10000 Then
350 joyl main.Picture =joy3.Picture





356 ' js.z Right Joystick Y-axis
357 ' js.rz RightJoystick X-axis
358
359 Ifjs.z >= 4900 Andjs.z <= 5100 Then
360 If js.rz >= 0 Andjs.rz <= 1000Then
361 joy2main.Picture=joy4.Picture
362 MSComml .Output = Chr(&H47)
363 Elselfjs.rz >= 4900 And js.rz <= 5100 Then
364 joy2main. Picture = joy5.Picture
365 MSComm 1.Output = Chr(&H48)
366 Elselfjs.rz>= 9000 And js.rz <= 10000 Then
367 joy2ma in.Picture = joy6.Picture
368 MSComml Output = Chr(&H4A)
369 End If
370
371 Elselfjs.z >= 0 And js.z <= 100 Then
372 If js.rz >= 4900 And js.rz <= 5100 Then
373 joy2main. Picture = joy8.Picture
374 Sleep 100
375 MSComml .Output = Chr(&H59)
376 End If
377
378 Elselfjs.z >= 9900 Andjs.z <= 10000Then
379 Ifjs.rz >=4900 Andjs.rz <= 5100 Then
380 joy2main.Picture=joy2.Picture





385 Ifjs.z >= 5101 And js.z <= 5300 Then
386 If js.rz >=5101 And js.rz <= 5300 Then




391 ' status using Gamepad/Joystick
392
393 Dim comminput As Integer
394 Select Case MSComm 1.Input
395 Case "Q"
396 carstatus.Caption = "FORWARD LEFT"
397 carstatus.ForeCoior = &HFF0OOO 'change font color to BLUE
398 carstatus.FontBold = False
399 Case "W"
400 carstatus.Caption = "FORWARD"
401 carstatus.ForeCoior = &HFF0000 'change font color to BLUE
402 carstatus.FontBold = False
403 Case "E"
404 carstatus.Caption = "FORWARD RIGHT"
405 carstatus.ForeCoior = &HFF00O0 'change font color to BLUE
406 carstatus.FontBold = False
407 Case "A"
408 carstatus.Caption = "STEER LEFT"
409 carstatus.ForeCoior = &HFF0OO0 'change font color to BLUE
410 carstatus.FontBold = False
411 Case "S"
412 carstatus.Caption = "STOP"
413 carstatus.ForeCoior = &HFF& 'change font color to RED
414 carstatus.FontBold = True
415 Case "D"
416 carstatus.Caption = "STEER RIGHT"
417 carstatus.ForeCoior = &HFF00O0 'change font color to BLUE
418 carstatus.FontBold = False
419 Case "Z"
420 carstatus.Caption - "BACKWARD LEFT"
421 carstatus.ForeCoior = &HFF00O0 'change font color to BLUE
422 carstatus.FontBold = False
423 Case "X"
424 carstatus.Caption = "BACKWARD"
425 carstatus.ForeCoior = &HFF00OO 'change font color to BLUE
426 carstatus.FontBold = False
427 Case "C"
428 carstatus.Caption - "BACKWARD RIGHT"
429 carstatus.ForeCoior = &HFF00O0 'change font color to BLUE
430 carstatus.FontBold = False
431
432 Case "P"
433 i = i+l
434 carstatus.Caption = i
435 carstatus.ForeCoior = &HFF0000 'change font color to BLUE












448 Private Sub sensoroff_Click()
449 sensoron. Enabled = True




454 Private Sub sensoron_Click{)
455 sensoroff. Enabled = True





460 Private Sub tick_Timer()
461 If js.y = 5000 Then
462 If js.x- 5000 Then
463 joylmain.Picture =joy5.Picture






470 Private Sub tmrKey_Timer()
471 diDEV.GetDeviceStateKeyboard diState 'get all the key states.
472 For iKeyCounter = 0 To 255 ' goes throughall the 255 differnet keys.
473 IfdiState.Key(iKeyCounter) <>0 Then 'if it =0then it'snotpressed. Anything else means it is pressed
474 IstKeys.Clear
475 IstKeys.Addltem KeyNames(iKeyCounter), 0 'addan itemto thetop of the list
476 End If
477 Next
478 DoEvents 'doevents. Lets windows do anything it needs to do. Required
479 'otherwiseyou can get it doing more things than it'scapable of.









489 Private Sub light! C!ick()
490 MSComm1.Output = Chr(&H31)
491 End Sub
492
493 Private Sub walkieoff_Click()
494 ' walkieoff.Enabled = False
495 walkieon. Enabled = True




500 Private Sub walkieon_Click()
501 ' walkieon.Enabled = False
502 walkieoff Enabled = True








18-pin Flash/EEPROM 8-Bit Microcontrollers





• Extended voltage range devices available
(PIC16LF8X, PIC16LCR8X)
High Performance RISC CPU Features:
• Only 35 single word Instructions to learn
• All instructions single cycle except for program
branclieswhlch are two-cycle
• Operating speed: DC-10 MHz clock input














PIC16F83 512 Flash 36 64 10
PIC16F84 1 K Flash 68 64 10
PIC16CR83 512 ROM 36 64 10
PIC16CR84 1KROM 68 64 10
• 14-bit wide instructions
• 8-bit wide data path
• 15 special function hardware registers
• Eight-level deep hardware stack
- Direct, indirect and relative addressing modes
• Four interrupt sources:
- Externa! RB0/INTpin
- TMR0 timer overflow
- PORTB<7:4> interrupt on change
- Data EEPROM write complete
• 1000 erase/write cycles Flash program memory
• 10,000,000 erase/write cycles EEPROM data mem
ory
• EEPROM Data Retention > 40 years
Peripheral Features:
• 13 I/Opins with Individual direction control
• High current sink/source fordirect LEDdrive
- 25 rnAsink max. per pin
- 20 mA source max. per pin































• In-CircultSerial Programming (ICSP™) - via two
pins (ROM devices support only Data EEPROM
programming)
• Power-on Reset (POR)
• Power-upTimer (PWRT)
• Oscillator Start-up Timer (OST)
• WatchdogTimer (WDT) withits ownon-chip RC
oscillator for reliable operation
• Code-protection
• Power saving SLEEP mode
• Selectable oscillator options
CMOS Flash/EEPROM Technology:
• Low-power, high-speed technology
• Fullystatic design
• Wide operating voltage range:
- Commercial: 2.0V to 6.0V
- Industrial: 2.0V to 6.0V
• Low power consumption:
- < 2 mAtypical @ 5V, 4 MHz
- 15 mA typical @2V, 32 kHz
- < 1 jiAtypical standby current @ 2V
XVIII
1.0 GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The PIC16F8X is a group in the PIC16CXX familyof
low-cost, high-performance, CMOS, fully-static, 8-bit






All PICmicro™ microcontrollers employ an advanced
RISC architecture. PIC16FSX devices have enhanced
core features, eight-level deep stack, and multiple
Internal and external interrupt sources. The separate
instruction and data buses of the Harvard architecture
allow a 14-bit wide Instruction word with a separate
8-bit wide data bus. The two stage instruction pipeline
allows all instructions to execute in a single cycle,
except for program branches (which require two
cycles). A total of 35 instructions (reduced instruction
set) are available, Additionally, a targe register set is
used to achieve a very high performance level.
PIC16F8Xmicrocontrollers typicallyachievea 2:1 code
compression and up to a 4:1 speed improvement (at20
MHz) over other 8-bit microcontrollers in their class.
The PIC16F8Xhas up to 68 bytes of RAM, 64 bytes of
Data EEPROM memory, and 13 I/O pins. A timer/
counter is also available.
The PIC16CXX family has special features to reduce
external components, thus reducing cost, enhancing
system reliability and reducing power consumption.
There are fouroscillator options,ofwhich the singlepin
RC oscillator provides a low-cost solution, the LP
oscillator minimizes power consumption. XT Is a
standard crystal, and the HS is for HighSpeed crystals.
The SLEEP (power-down) mode offers power saving.
The user can wake the chip from sleep through several
external and internal Interrupts and resets.
A highly reliable Watchdog Timerwith Its own on-chip
RCoscillator providesprotection against softwarelock
up.
The devices with Flash program memory allow the
same device package to be used for prototyping and
production, in-circuit reprogrammability allows the
code to be updated without the device being removed
from the end application. This is useful in the
development of many applications where the device
may not be easily accessible, but the prototypes may
require code updates. This is also useful for remote
applications where the code may need to be updated
(such as rate information).
PIC16F8X
Table 1-1 lists the features of the PIC16F8X. A simpli
fied block diagram of the PIC16F8X is shown in
Figure 3-1.
The PIC16F8X fits perfectly in applications ranging
from high speed automotive and appliance motor
control to low-powerremote sensors, electronic locks,
securitydevices and smart cards. The Flash/EEPROM
technology makes customization of application
programs (transmitter codes, motor speeds, receiver
frequencies, security codes, etc.) extremely fast and
convenient. The small footprint packages make this
microcontroller series perfect for all applications with
space limitations. Low-cost, low-power, high
performance, ease-of-use and I/O flexibility make the
PIC16F8X very versatile even in areas where no
microcontroller use has been considered before
(e.g., timer functions; serial communication; capture,
compare and PWM functions; and co-processor
applications).
The serial In-system programming feature (via two
pins) offers flexibility of customizing the product after
complete assembly and testing. This feature can be
used to serialize a product, store calibration data, or
program the device with the current firmware before
shipping.
1.1 Family and Upward Compatibility
Those users familiar with the PIC16C5X family of
microcontrollers will realize that this is an enhanced
version of the PIC16C5X architecture. Please refer to
Appendix A far a detailed listof enhancements. Code
written for PIC16C5X devices can be easily ported to
PIC16F8Xdevices (AppendixB).
1.2 Development Support
The PIC16CXX family is supported by a full-featured
macro assembler, a software simulator, an In-circuit
emulator, a low-cost development programmer and a
full-featured programmer. A "C" compiler and fuzzy
logicsupport tools are also available.
XIX
3.0 ARCHITECTURAL OVERVIEW
The high performanceof the PIC16CXX family can be
attributed to a number of architectural features
commonly found in RISC microprocessors. To begin
with, the PIC16CXX uses a Harvard architecture. This
architecture has the program and data accessed from
separate memories, So the device has a program
memory bus and a data memory bus. This improves
bandwidth over traditional von Neumann architecture
where program and data are fetched from the same
memory (accesses over the same bus). Separating
program and data memory further ailows instructions
to be sized differently than the 8-bit wide data word.
PIC16CXX opcodes are 14-bftswide, enabling single
word Instructions, The full 14-blt wide program memory
bus fetches a 14-bit Instruction in a single cycle. A two-
stage pipeline overlaps fetch and execution of instruc
tions (Example 3-1). Consequently, ali instructions exe
cute in a singlecycle except for programbranches.
The PIC16F83 and PIC16CR83 address 512 x 14 of
program memory, and the P1C16F84 and RC16CR84
address 1K x 14 program memory. All program mem
ory is internal.
The P1C16CXX can directly or Indirectly address its
register files or data memory. Ail special function
registersincluding the program counterare mapped in
the data memory. An orthogonal (symmetrical)
instruction set makes It possible to carry out any oper
ation on any register using any addressing mode. This
symmetrical nature and iack of 'special optimal
situations' make programming with the PiC16CXX
simple yet efficient. In addition, the learning curve is
reduced significantly.
PIC16F8X
PIC16CXX devices contain an 8-bit ALU and working
register.The ALU is a general purpose arithmeticunit.
it performsarithmetic and Booleanfunctions between
data inthe working register and any register file.
The ALU is 8-bits wide and capable of addition,
subtraction, shift and logical operations. Unless
otherwise mentioned, arithmetic operations are two's
complement in nature. In two-operand Instructions,
typically one operand Is the working register
(W register), and the other operand is a file register or
an immediate constant. In single operand Instructions,
the operand is either the W register or a fileregister.
TheW register is an 8-bltworking registerused forALU
operations. It Is not an addressable register.
Depending on the instruction executed, the ALU may
affect the values of the Carry (C), DigitCarry (DC), and
Zero (Z)bits in the STATUS register.TheCand DCbits
operate as a borrow and digit borrow out bit,
respectively, in subtraction. See the suELwand subwf
instructions for examples.
A simplified blockdiagram for the PIC16F8X is shown
in Figure3-1, its corresponding pin description is
shown In Table 3-1.
XX
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OSC1/CLKIN 16 16 I ST/CMOS & Oscillator crystal input/external clock source Input.
OSC2/CLKOUT 15 15 O Oscillatorcrystaloutput. Connectstocrystalorresonator Incrystal
oscillator mode. In RC mode, OSC2 pin oulputs CLKOUTwhich
has 1/4 the frequency of OSC1, and denotes the instruction cycle
rate.
4 4 l/P ST Master clear (reset) input/programmingvoltage input.This pin is an



























PORTA Is a bi-directional I/O port.
Can also be selected to be the clock input to the TMRO









































PORTB is a bi-directional I/O port. PORTB can be software pro
grammed for Internal weak pull-upon all inputs.
RBO/INTcan also be selected as an external inteiruptpin.
Interrupt on change pin.
Interrupt on change pin.
Interrupt on change pin.Serial programming clock.
Interrupt on change pin. Serial programming data.
VSS 5 5 p - Ground reference for logio and I/O pins.
VDD 14 14 p — Positivesupply for logic and I/O pins.
Legend: 1= input 0 = output




This buffer is a Schmitt Trigger
This buffer is a Schmitt Trigger
This buffer is a Schmitt Trigger
I/O = Input/Oulput P = power
TTL= TTLInput ST = SchmittTrigger input
inputwhen configured as the external interrupt.
input when used in serial programming mode.









The MAX220-MAX249 family of line drivers/receivers is
Intended for all E!/VTtA-232E and V.28/V.24 communica
tions interfaces, particularly applications where ±12V Is
not available.
These parts are especially useful in battery-poweredsys
tems, since their low-power shutdown mode reduces
power dissipation to less than 5uW. The MAX225,
MAX233, MAX235, and MAX245/MAX246/MAX247 use
no external components and are recommended for appli









♦ Operate from Single +5VPower Supply
f> 5Vand +12V-MAX231/MAX239)
♦ Low-Power Receive Mode in Shutdown
(MAX22&MAX242)
♦ Meet All EIAmA-232E and V.28 Specifications
♦ Multiple Drivers and Receivers
♦ 3-State Driver and Receiver Outputs
♦ Open^Line Detection(MAX243)
Ordering Information
PAHT TEMP. RANGE PIN-PACKAGE
MAX220CPE U'Cto+70'C 16 Plastic DIP
MAX22CCSE Q'CtO*70'C 1 e Narrow SO
MAX220CWE O'CtO+^O'C 16W1d&$0
MAX220C/D 0'Cto+70°C Dice-
MAX220EPE -4Q°Cto+85*C IBPIastlc DIP
MAX220ESE -40'Cto+85°C 16 Narrow SO
MAX220EWE -4Q°C to +85*C 16WlcteSO
MAX220EJE -40"Cto+85'C 16 CERDIP
MAX22GMJE -55*CtQ+125'C 16 CERDIP
Ordering hformatlon continued at end at data sheet.
'Contactfactory fordice specifications.
Selection Table
Pow»r No. of Nominal SH0N Rx
Part Sypply RS-232 N«.ef Cap. Value & Threa- Aclru* in Data Rate
Number (V) Orivereffli EM. Caps IMF) Stal* SHDN (kbps> Features
MAX220 +5 1>2 4 4.7/10 Mo — 120 Ultra-bw-power, industrv-standard pinout
MAX222 i-5 2/2 i 0.1 Yes — 200 Lew-power shutdown
M«<223(MAX213) -$ 4/5 i 1.0(0.1) Yes • 120 MAX241 and receiwrs active in shutdown
MAX225 r5 5/5 0 — Yes • I20 Available in SO
MAX230 (MAX200) +5 5/0 4 1.0|0.1j Yes — 120 5 drivers wth shutdcwn




2 1.0(0.1) No __ 120 Standard 1-6/1-12V or battery supplies;
sarm (urclionsasMMC232
MAX232(MAX202) •t-5 ZQ 4 1.010.1} No _ 120(64) Industrystandard
MAX232A 1-5 2/2 4 0.1 No _ 200 Higher slew rate, small caps
MAX233W/W203) +5 m 0 _ No __ 120 No external caps
MAX233A 1-2 212 0 _ No _ 200 No external caps, hiahslewrate
MAX234(MAX204) 1-5 no 4 1.0(0.1) No — 120 Replaces 14SS
MAX235(MAX2G5J +5 5/5 0 _ Yes — 120 Noestemalcaps
MAX236(MAX2055 +5 4/-1 4 1.0(0.11 Yes _ 120 Shutdown, ihree stale
MAX237 (MAX207) .-5 sn. 4 1.0(0.1) No — 120 Compkmenis IBM PC serial pot





2 1.0(0.1) No _ 120 Standard i-5/i li-Vorbattery supplies:
stagte-paikage sdutbn lor IBMPC serial port
MAX24Q +5 575 4 1.0 Yes — 120 DIPor Batpack paikacja
MAX241 (MAXS1T) +5 4/5 4 1.0(0.1) Yes — 120 Compete IBMPC serial port
MAX242 *5 m 4 0.1 Yes • 200 Separate shutdown and enable
MAX242 »-5 m 4 0.1 No — 200 Open-tire detection simplifiescabling
MAX244 *•* ano 4 1.0 No __ 120 High stew rate
MAX245 1-5 8/10 0 _ Yes • 120 Highslewrale, int.caps, twoshutdownmodes
MAX246 t5 8/10 0 — Yes • 120 High slew rate. int.caps, three srutdcwrti modes
MfiXZAl •t-5 a*9 0 _ Yes V 120 High slew rate. int.caps, nire operating medes
M/W248 1-5 as 4 1.0 Yes </ 120 High slew rate, selective half-chipenables









Tout (Note 1J,,, ±15v
Output Voltages
Tout ±15V
Rout - - -o.3Vto(Vcc+ cuv)
Driver/Receiver Output Short Circuited to GND Continuous
Continuous Power Dissipation (Ta- *10°C)
16-PinPlastic DIP (derate 10.53mW/°Cabove +70*C)„„842mW
18-PinPlastic DIP(derate 11.11rnVV/*C above +70°C)....889mW
20-Pin Plastic DIP (derate 8.00mW/°C above +70°C) „..44CmW
16-Pin NarrowSO(d6fat©8.70mW/'Cabo^+7Ci°C)...e96niW
16-Pin WideSO (derate 9.52mW/°C above +70*C) 762mW
18-Pfn WideSO (derate 3.52mW/4C above +70*C) 762mW
20-Pin WideSO (derate 10.G0mW/sC above +70°Ci„..800niW
20-Pin SSOP (deratefi.OOmW/'Cabove +700C) 640mW
16-Pin CERDIP (derate moOmW/Tabove +70'C) 800mW
18-Pln CERDIP (derate 10.53mW/*Cabove+70'C) 842mW
Operating Temperature Ranges
MAX2__AC_^MAX2 C 0*Cto+70°C
MAX2 _AE__,MAX2 E -40"Cto +85*C
MAX2__AM__, MAX2__M__„ -55°Cto+12SeC
Storage Temperature Range -65*Cto+160*C
Lead Temperature (soldering, 10sec) +300'C
Note 1:Input voltage measured with Toutin high-impedance stale, SHDN orVcc - W'
Stresses beyortd those listed under 'Absolute Mixsmum Ratings" may causepermanent damage rothe deuce. These are stress ratings onty. andfunctions!
operation ofthe device atthese orany other conditions beyond those indicated inthe cperaoefrav secrroos ofthe specifications isnot implied. Exposure ro
absolute maximum rating conditions for extended periods mayaffect devicereliability.
ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS-MAX220/222/232A/233A/242/243
(V'cc - +5V ±10%. C1-C4-0.1uf, Ta- Tmin^T^x. unless otherwise noted.)
PARAMETER CONDITIONS MIN TYP MAX UNITS
RS-232 TRANSMITTERS
OutputVoltageSwing All transmitter outputsloaded with JMU to GND ±5 ±8 V
Input Logic Threshold Low 1.4 0,8 V
Input Logic Threshold High 2 1.4 V
Logic Pull-Up'input Current
Normal operation 3 40
pA
SHDN -OV, MAX222/242, shutdown ±0.01 ±1
Output LeakageCurrent
Vcc - 5.5V. SHDN - OV, V0UT - ±1SV, MAX222/242 ±0.01 ±10
uA
VCC-SHDN-OV, VoUT-±15V ±0.01 ±10
Data Rate
All except MAX220, normal opratlcn 200 116 kbits/
secMAX220 22 20
Transmitter Output Resistance Vcc-Vt -V--0V,VoUT-±2V .300 10M n
OutputShort-Circuit Current VoiJT - OV ±7 ±22 mA
RS-232 RECEIVERS
RS-232 Input Voltage Operating Range ±30 V
RS-232 Input Threshold Low VfX-5V
All except MAX243R2in 0.8 1.3
V
MAX243R2iN(Note2) -3
RS-232 Input Threshold High Vrx-5V




All exceptMAX243, Vcc - 5V. nohysteresis inshdn, 0,2 0.5 1
V
MAX243 1
RS-232 Input Resistance 3 5 7 kQ
TTL/CMOS Output Voltage Low lOUT- 3.2mA 0.2 0,4 V
TTL/CMOS OutputVoltageHigh iouT- -1.0mA 3.5 VfX - 0.2 V
TTUCMOS Output Short-Circuit Current
SourcingVqut - SND -2 -10
mA
Shrinking Vqut - Vcc 10 30
TTL/CMOS Output Leakage Current SHDN - Vcc or EN - Vcc (SHDN - OV for MAX222S.






(Vcc - +5V ±10%, C1-C4 - O.luF. Ta - Tmin to %AX- unless otherwise noted.)
PARAMETER CONDITIONS MEN TYP MAX UNITS
EN Input Threshold Low hv!AX242 1,4 0.8 V
EN Input Threshold High MAX242 2.0 1,4 V




MAX222/2 32A/233A/2 42/243 4 10Vcc Supply Current (SHDN - Vcc).
Figures 5, 6. 11,19 3kQ load
both inputs
MAX220 12
MAX222/2 32A/233A/2 42/243 15
Shutdown Supply Current MAX222S42
TA - +25'C 0.1 10
pATA-O'Cto+70'C 2 50
Ta - -40°C to *85*C 2 SO
TA--55°CtO+125°C 35 100
SHDN Input Leakage Current MAX222/242 ±1 uA
SHDN Threshold Low MAX222&42 1,4 0,8 V
SHDNThreshold High MAX222&42 2.0 1.4 V
Transition Slew Rate




to -3V or -3V to +3V
MAX222/2 32A/2 33Af2 42/243 6 12 30
V/ps
MAX220 1,5 3 30
Transmitter Propagation Delay
TLLto RS-232 (normal operation),
Figure 1
IPHLT




MAX222/232Ar2 33A/242/243 1,5 3.5
MAX220 5 10
Receiver Propagation Delay





MAX 220 0,6 3
tPLHR
MAX222/232A& 33A/2 42/243 0,6 1
MAX220 0,8 3
Receiver Propagation Delay
RS-232 to TLL(shutdown). Figure 2
tPHLS MAX242 0,5 10 ps
tPLHS MAX242 2.5 10
Receiver-Output EnableTime,Figure 3 tER MAX242 125 500 ns
Receiver-OutputDisableTim©, Figure3 tDR MAX242 160 500 ns
Transmitter-Output Enable Time
(SHDN goes high). Figure 4 tET
MAX222/242, O.luF Caps
(Includes chargs-pump start-up) 250 us
Transmitter-Output Disable Time
(SHDN goes lev;). Figure 4 tDT MAX222/242, O.lpFcaps eoo ns
Transmitter + to - Propagation
DelayDifference (normal operation) tPHLT-tPLHT
MAX222/2 32A/2 33A/2 42/243 3O0
ns
MAX220 2O00
Receiver + to - Propagation
DelayDifference (normal operation) tPHLR-tPLHR
MAX222/232A/2 33A/2 42/243 100
ns
MAX220 225
























IIP/ICE CI a CI CI C5
MAXZ20 4J 4.7 10 10 1./
MAXZ32 ID I.D 10 1.0 liJ




























































() ARE r0RMAXH2 ONLY.















A range of two transducers operating at 40kHz
approximately and designed for ultrasonic
transmission and reception. The ultrasonic transmitter,
307-351 is capable of emitting 106dB (OdB =2x
10"*|jbar) and the receiver 307-367 has a sensitivity of
-65dB(QdB = l/ybar/VVmetre).
Characteristics
Item Unit 30T-3E1 307-367
Transmitling _




(transmitting) hTSV kHz*3 40+1 -
Resonant frequency „(receiving) ftmv kHzH 40+1
Directional angle o'h ° 20








Pulse rise time msec, 2,0 0.5
Maximuminputvoltage
for pulse operation Vp,p 60 -











"3 Frequency where Banamitiing sensitivity19maximum





Issued March 1997 232-2267
Ultrasonic transducers
RS stock numbers307-351,307-367
These units can be used for the transmission of







Counters for moving objects
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Tfinpfnil.irr: iT.t
The followingcircuits show how the transducers may Note; Thereby energises when a signalis received
be used in remote control applications. Either of the from the transmitter.
transmitter circuits may be used with the receiver. The
frequency of oscillation is adjusted by means of VR1
for maximum sensitivity. The CMOS circuit
allows direct interfacing with logic circuitry. !n trie
receiver VR2 is adjusted for maximum sensitivity.
Transmitter using S55 timer i.e.
IT 1(1 n*
. » JI •> TIMLH ' '
Receiver
Transmitter using CMOS gate i.e. 400 IB
iBYB
40 oil rmnOKtl SO*-351
Ji-
Lli *f ii H T
P-WHMTfflmirlf
The information provided in RSleahncsllilaralura is behaved lo be accurate arei rebable;however. S3 Componentsassumes no responsbihty for
or omusons, or far the use d this irtoirnabon, and all use ot such intarrnauon shall be ertireJy at the user's own risk.
Noi&sponsibiliiy is assumedbyRSComponents tor anyin&mgaiisilsolpatentsor WJBrrioWscfihird partes whidimayrasulttern itsuss
Spea&calionsshownin ESComponentstechno alliteratureale subject 10change withoutnotice
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